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Ordering Money
Diving into Mastery – Diving
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
Read the phrases to the children before the activity and discuss 
the meanings. Ask children to look at each pair of coins. 

Which coin has the highest value?

Which coin has the lowest value?

Are any coins equal in value?

Which words do you need to write in the middle?

Can you choose two different coins or notes to compare? 

Fill in the missing words.

Can you choose two more different coins or 
notes to compare?

is more than is equal to is less than
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Diving into Mastery – Deeper
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
What coins/notes can you see?

Where is there a coin/note missing?

Which coin/note is missing? How do you know?

Can you line up all the coins and notes in the correct order?

Which coin would come first? Which coin would come next? 
How do you know?
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Which coin or note is missing from each line?

Explain how you know.

Can you make your own line, placing coins or 
notes in order?
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Ordering Money
Diving into Mastery – Deepest
Adult Guidance with Question Prompts
This activity will help children to compare the value of coins 
and notes.

What coins has Ravi been given?

How much does he have in total?

Did Anita get more or less than Ravi?

Which note could Anita have been given? How do you know?

If Anita had been given more money than Ravi, which note 
could she have been given?

Is there another possibility?

Anita and Ravi get some pocket money.

Ravi gets the most. He has this much:

Anita gets less. She is given a note. What note has 
she been given? Prove it! 

Which coins could she have been given that would 
have been less than Ravi's pocket money?

The next week, Anita gets more than Ravi. Which 
note could she have been given? Is there more 

than one possibility? 


